Relative blue-light extinction in lens nucleus related to age and cataract.
The extent of visual function loss from nuclear cataractous change can be estimated by observing the extinction of blue light compared to white light as a function of sagittal lens depth in standard slit lamps. Apparent extinction (loss of transmissivity) of 50% or more of the depth of the lens in blue light of maximal intensity compared to white light at minimal intensity is associated with marked visual loss. However, this transmissivity ratio of 0.5 or less also applies if light intensity remains constant and the blue filter is simply moved in and out of the light beam. Therefore, if 50% or more of the lens appears dark to blue-filtered light, nuclear changes have significantly decreased effective visual acuity. Relative blue-light extinction associated with nuclear change that may be amenable to surgical correction can thus be distinguished from the extinction effect caused by age alone.